Tufin Orchestration Suite Tune-Up

Professional Services Brief

Why choose a Tune-Up?

Organizations that want to ensure that optimization opportunities within their Tufin Orchestration Suite™ configuration are both identified and acted upon choose a Tune-Up. A Tune-Up is led by an experienced Tufin Professional Services engineer to help address internal resource constraints such as insufficient staff or limited expertise of available staff. Leveraging a veteran and certified professional ensures that your Tufin Orchestration Suite is brought to an optimized state of performance and updated for recommended feature utilization. Throughout the engagement, the Professional Services engineer will transfer knowledge onto your team to ensure that the Tufin Orchestration Suite can be used with confidence well into the future.

The Tune-Up is the most efficient way to identify opportunities for optimizing the Tufin Orchestration Suite and to ensure the application of recommended changes by a highly-experienced Tufin professional.

What is in scope for a Tune-Up?

A Tune-Up is meant to bring your preexisting implementation of Tufin Orchestration Suite into a refreshed state of feature utilization and an optimized state of application performance. To start, a Wellness Checkup is delivered to analyze the current state of your application and provide recommendations on how to modify the configuration. As each organization will receive different recommendations based on Wellness Checkup, the Tune-Up is a custom engagement to meet the unique requirements of each customer.

Configurations included in the Tune-Up may include:

- **Upgrades** – Install all relevant upgrades and ensure that the application is performing.
- **Remediate Architecture** – Reconfigure the central server, distribution server(s), and remote collectors to ensure that they are working. Configure new servers if needed to ensure an optimal architectural connectivity.
- **Device Connectivity Troubleshooting** – Resolve device connectivity issues that limit Tufin Orchestration Suite’s ability to manage licensed devices, including generic devices.
- **USP Adjustments** – guide client on appropriate zone and subnet mapping to resolve current gaps and future ongoing maintenance.
- **Topology Fixes** – Validate your topology model by identifying gaps and missing elements within the existing topology to provide guidance on resolving the identified issues.
- **Reporting Adjustments** – Modify preexisting reports to accurately reflect the correct information due to changes during the Tune-Up.
- **Notification Adjustments** – Configure notification settings and ensure that they are in active operation.

The Tune-Up includes a Technical Workshop to conduct a knowledge transfer between the Tufin Professional Services engineer and your team. At the conclusion of the Tune-Up, your team receives a report on the analysis conducted, the work performed, and recommendation on how to improve your network security policy management to meet your future operational goals.

Key Benefits:

- Leverage Tufin Orchestration Suite expertise to modernize your installation.
- Ensure that misconfigurations are identified and eliminated.
- Understand the application of changes to the Unified Security Policy.
- Receive enablement for regular improvement of your network security policy management.
About Tufin Professional Services

Tufin Professional Services team and Service Delivery Partners are Tufin-certified experts in Tufin Orchestration Suite, network engineering, and network security policy orchestration. Projects often include updating the initial configuration of Tufin Orchestration Suite, integration with third party systems, ongoing expert-level training on network security policy management, and application configuration improvements. The inclusion of Tufin Professional Services ensures that your organization realizes their goals in their usage of Tufin Orchestration Suite, and that your team understands how to fully utilize their unique configuration of the application.

Tufin Overview

Tufin® is the leader in Network Security Policy Orchestration, serving more than half of the top 50 companies in the Forbes Global 2000. Tufin simplifies management of some of the largest, most complex networks in the world, consisting of thousands of firewall and network devices and emerging hybrid cloud infrastructures. Enterprises select the award-winning Tufin Orchestration Suite™ to increase agility in the face of ever-changing business demands while maintaining a robust security posture. Tufin reduces the attack surface and meets the need for greater visibility into secure and reliable application connectivity. Its network security automation enables enterprises to implement changes in minutes with proactive risk analysis and continuous policy compliance. Tufin serves over 2,000 customers spanning all industries and geographies; its products and technologies are patent-protected in the U.S. and other countries.
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